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We've all heard the term "wonder drug" and, yes, some
pharmaceuticals are just that. They work well and
sometimes very fast. The same can be said about some
biologics which are products produced by or derived from
natural sources.
Nova Cells has the Beacon Factor, a "wonder biologic".
If you look through the Nova Cells website and especially
its blog and patient testimonials, you'll quickly see for
yourself what makes the
Beacon Factor a genuine
wonder product. You can
also read how the Beacon
Factor played a role in an
amazing turnaround for a 76
year old Canadian with advanced dementia (Lewy Body Dementia)
by going to https://goo.gl/6GiSDr.
How does the Beacon Factor work its "magic"? According to the
Beacon Factor's inventor, biochemist and Nova Cells director of
laboratory services, Abel Pena, his brainchild has powerful
circulation-enhancing and inflammation reducing properties. In addition, it appears to greatly
increase the number and activity of serotonin receptors on neurons (which increases or
amplifies nerve signal transmission).
Says Abel, "The Beacon Factor was created by combining molecules that exist in all of us. In
laboratory experiments and then later human use it proved very powerful in terms of enhancing
circulation, suppressing inflammation and bolstering the number and activity of serotonin
receptors in the central nervous system especially the brain. Patients including children who
came in with cold, bluish limbs due to poor circulation had these pink up within an hour or less
of receiving the Beacon Factor. And those with runaway inflammation including
neuroinflammation and other brain imbalances showed dramatic reductions in this. In addition,
the Beacon Factor amplifies the biochemical signals secreted by damaged tissue and boosts

the activity of lysosomes, the inner cell's 'digestive system', which then get busy digesting
biological debris that litters damaged and diseased neurons and other cells."
No patent is being sought for the Beacon Factor as this is the surest way to hand off a great
invention to others who'd then take the process to make it (disclosed in the patent application),
modify it slightly, and then file their own patent application on it. It is an old story in the grants
and profits driven world of academia, medicine, and Big Pharma.
By keeping the Beacon Factor an exclusive in-house product Nova Cells has been able to keep
production quality super high and the cost per unit very low (Something reflected in the fact
Nova Cells patients pay far less than what is typical among other foreign stem cell medicine
operations for their treatment).
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